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Alfred University&s spring theater production, Life Is A Dream, a Spanish Renaissance play by Pedro Calderon de la
Barca, will be performed Thursday, April 9, through Saturday, April 11, at 8 each evening in Miller Theater at the
Miller Performing Arts Center on the Alfred University campus.

            Tickets are $10 each for general admission; $5 for senior citizens and non-Alfred University students; and $2
for AU students. Tickets are required and may be reserved by calling 607.871.2828 or emailing performs@alfred.edu

            Becky Prophet, professor of theater, is directing the AU production. “Before your eyes glaze over with the era
of this play, prepare to discover how truly contemporary the play is as it confronts the power of individuals to shape or
destroy lives through vanity or violence or both,” said Prophet. “This beautiful but rarely performed play takes an
audience on a quest to discover the nature of life as real and the heady nature of life as the ether of dreams.  The
surprisingly modern underpinning of this play leads to explorations of philosophical questions: How do we as human
beings know and separate life from dream?  Is one&s destiny accomplished through free will or predetermined by fate?
  Is life a dream or is its reality a terrifying nightmare that disturbs the sleep that surrounds our lives?  When we
believe we are acting and living, are we really dreaming?           

            “In Life is a Dream questions are explored through the life and behavior of King Bennett and his son Victor. 
At birth, Prince Victor was forecast to destroy his parents and their kingdom.  To avoid that fate, he was imprisoned to
protect his family and his nation.  Found languishing in an isolated tower, the prince is brought to court, only succumb
to dangerous tantrums when he discovers how he has been cheated all his life.  He is drugged and returned to his
prison, where his guards, who see his pain in having seen paradise and then having lost it, convince him that those
images were only dreams.”

            In the Alfred University production of Life is a Dream, Nathaniel Yard, a senior biomedical materials
engineering student from Quakertown, PA, plays Bennett, the king and the father of the dangerous prince.  Andrew
Hazer, a junior theater major from the Bronx, will play the quixotic, mercurial Prince Victor.  The king&s advisor and
Victor&s guide and life-long guard will be created by Brian O&Connor, a sophomore from Syracuse. 

            Other members of the royal family include Fulbright scholar Kevin Tan from Paris playing Archer, Duke of
Aquitane, and Cassidy Teagle of Cold Spring, NY as his major rival to the throne, Celeste.  Into the complicated
morass of palace politics come Dawn, from France to right a wrong done to her honor.  Dawn, who will be played by
first year student DeLaney O&Hare of Middleburgh, NY is accompanied by her comic erstwhile servant, Clara,
created by sophomore Nickolette Jones of Muncy, PA.  Nick Gioni of Plainfield, NJ;  Morgan Rairigh of New Hope,
PA; Margaret Kovach from LeRoy, NY; and Zhenyu Zhang of Dalian, Liaoning, China, all as soldiers and servants,
will provide the social and aesthetic framework of the play and significant portions of the visual and surreal
environment. 

            Alfred&s designer Tatyana Wild is designing scenery based in the style of Salvador Dali&s surrealism and
costumes from the late 1920&s-30&s.  Guest artist Michael Mehler, lighting professor from Allegheny College,  is
designing lights.  Zachary Hamm will serve as technical director and Debbie MacCrea, costume shop manager, heads
costume construction.   Stage manager and props master Jason Dearing, a junior art student from Whitehall, PA will
be assisted in stage management by Grace Beekman of Middleburgh, NY,    and Aliza Schweitzer from Wynnewood,
PA.
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